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Kotarou later learns from Lucia and a teacher, Touka Nishikujou, that they and Sizuru are members of an
organization called Guardian whose aim is to protect the world. This repeats several times until Kotarou is
allowed to sit near Kagari who continues to pour over the grid, which Kotarou now realizes is a dense mass of
information on a theory of life. Kotarou soon discovers that similar things have happened to others connected
to Haruka and those who have investigated the urban legend before. It is also possible to customize the Occult
Research Society's clubroom and Kotori's forest studio where the characters reside as a home base. The player
collects cards of varying rarity featuring characters from several visual novels developed by Key including
Rewrite, obtained through completing various minigame missions, to form a team. Kotarou gets a call from
Esaka to return to Japan, and he says goodbye to Jasmine before leaving. Prior to the initial events of Rewrite,
Kotarou had been a low-ranking member of Guardian posted in Kazamatsuri, where he encounters Kagari. In
one timeline, Kotarou is badly injured by Kagari, though he is healed into a half-familiar existence by a young
Kotori with a piece of Kagari's ribbon. The Sofmap Amusement store opened at 9 a. A voter could vote one
time for up to three characters per day. Kotori calls Kotarou and tells him to take Kagari and follow
Chibi-Moth into the woods. The top three winners would each get a downloadable wallpaper , and first place
would get original artwork for the wallpaper. Kotori returns, telling the girl to go away, and takes Kotarou
back to the others. Kotarou and the entire cast rejoin together to protect Kagari, who manages to finish her
plan to allow the Earth and humanity to coexist by sending the Moon's life force back to Earth. Auction
website on September 3, and sold for 1,, yen after starting the auction at 1 yen. However, she has amnesia and
enlists his help to find herself. Kagari suggests that he kill her to save the world, but Kotarou cannot bring
himself to do it. To help him in his efforts, Kotarou gets Kotori to join the occult research society. Kotarou
tells the girls to leave, and after they are gone, the girl with the red ribbons appears and kills the creature. One
is Kotori Kanbe, Kotarou's childhood friend in his class who has few friends [15] and starts attending school
regularly after joining the club. In the past, the Earth had sent this energy to the Moon so life could continue.
Kotarou runs into Lucia by chance, but she tells him to just forget about her and lead an ordinary life. As night
falls, Kotarou sees a large Earth dragon attacking Mikuni, only for the dragon to kill him after having already
killed most of his team. The next day, the girl with the red ribbons shows up during school, but only Kotarou
can see her. Eight of the main characters from Rewrite have background music leitmotifs â€”the six heroines,
Haruhiko Yoshino and Sakuya Ohtori. An image song album titled Pureness Rhapsody , sung by Saya
Shinomiya and Risa Asaki, the voice actresses who voiced Chihaya and Lucia respectively, was released on
December 29, at Comiket  She has heterochromia , though wears an eyepatch over her golden-colored right
eye as she is very self-conscious about it; her left eye is blue. After the five heroine's routes are completed, the
story shifts to a setting amid a ruined Kazamatsuri where Kotarou encounters Kagari in a world after
re-evolution, still on the Moon.


